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Neutrinos from MeV to PeV
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IceCube 
KM3NeT

~Gigatons of 
water/ice

Super Kamiokande 
~50 kilotons of water

Neutrino astronomy needs 
km3 scale detectors

ν are weakly interacting + low cosmic flux ➔ requires 
large instrumented volumes under sea/ice to reduce 
the muon background



HE neutrino sky
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ANTARES online system

ANTARES EM

GW, ν
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Neutrino Follow-up

Online analysis of ANTARES data 
around external alerts}



TAROT
HESS

MWA

ZADKO

HAWC

MASTER

SWIFT

SVOM 
GWAC

ROTSE

ANTARES

INTEGRAL

(Update 01/2018)

Multi-λ observatories linked to 
ANTARES for the real-time analysis

+ GW alerts from LIGO/VIRGO
+ UHECR/UHEν with Auger/TA
+ Neutrino alerts from IceCube
+ AMON



ANTARES alerts

Efficiency of prompt observations vs location on the Earth



ANTARES online system

2 independent 
event recos

Monitoring 
stability data-

taking

Monitoring EM 
partner 

connections

Neutrino alert 
infos

External alert 
infos



ANTARES online system

Alert broker:
   * GCN socket: TAROT, ZADKO, MASTER, INTEGRAL
   * VO Event: MWA, HESS, SVOM, AMON
   * Mail: Swift

For ANTARES, all neutrino information are private. Need 
MoU with external partners.

Alert Message:
   * ID
   * Time, 
   * RA, DEC, error 50%
   * Energy proxy
   * Reconstruction quality
   * probability neutrino
   * Mutliplicity, type of trigger

Only one real-time message



ANTARES neutrino alerts
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Triggers: 
   * Doublet of neutrinos: ~0.04 events / yr. 
   * Single neutrino with direction close to local galaxies: ~1 TeV, ~10 events / yr. 
   * Single HE neutrinos: ~7 TeV, ~15 events / yr 

=> Sub-sample HE neutrinos: ~5 TeV, 20 events / yr 
=> Sub-sample VHE neutrinos: ~30 TeV, ~3-4 events / yr.

Performances:
   * Time to send an alert: ~3-5 s 
   * First image of the follow-up: < 20 s                    
(with TAROT/MASTER few alerts in 17 s) 
   * Median angular resolution: 0.3-0.4o

At the EM partner sites: 
   * Number of alerts followed decided at the start of the project + annual revision
   * Observing strategies decided in advance for each type of alerts [early + long-
term follow-ups]
   * Reporting of the results to the PI of the project
   * Reporting via GCN or Atels



ANTARES alerts

For the most interesting events (highest energies), more complete follow-up: 
15 to Swift since mid 2013 + 8 to INTEGRAL since 2018  
+ 20 to M.W.A since 2016 + 2 to HESS in the last years

277 alerts sent to robotic telescopes TAROT/ROTSE/MASTER (07/2009-05/2018) 
=> ~63% early follow-up (<1 day) 
=> ~71% rather good long-term follow-up (min 2(3) nights up to 1(2) months)



Early follow-up:
Visible: 161 alerts analyzed 01/2010-07/2017 from 
TAROT, ROTSE, MASTER =>24 alerts with delay <1min

X-ray: 14 alerts analyzed 06/2013-08/2017 => average 
delay ~5-6h
=> no transient candidate associated to neutrinos

Adrían-Martínez et al, JCAP 02(2016) 062

Long-term follow-up:
177 alerts with a “rather good” long-term follow-up (01/2010-07/2017)

➡ No SN (and no interesting transient) associated with the neutrinos
➡ Nexp(SN) = 0.3-0.4 for the full follow-up [SN rate=2.4 10-4 yr-1Mpc-3]

Adrían-Martínez et al, JCAP in preparation

Croft et al, Astrophys. J. 820 (2016) 24.

Radio follow-up:
2 alerts followed over a year with M.W.A. (2013-14)

➡ No interesting transient associated with the neutrinos

Other alerts followed in real-time with M.W.A. (2015-17)
➡ Analysis on-going

H.E.S.S. follow-up:
2 alerts followed with very small delay (2015-2017)

➡ ANT150901(+2.5d), ANT170130 (+32s): No VHE 
candidates associated with the neutrinos

Schüssler et al, arXiv: 1705.08258

TAToO Follow-ups



IceCube alert system
ROTSE/MASTER 

PTF/ZTF

Limited computing resources at the South Pole  + Limited connectivity (Iridium connection: low latency 
but low bandwidth; TDRSS connection: high latency but high bandwidth)

Event selection at South Pole ➜ Basic event info sent North ➜ analyses & alert generation in the North



EHE + HESE events sent via GCN notices by the AMON broker
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IC170922 (EHE alert) + TXS 0506+056
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IC170922 (EHE alert) + TXS 0506+056
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Mediterranean neutrino telescopes
➡ ANTARES: 2006-, very complete scientific programs, especially very wide multi-

messenger analysis. Probable dismantlement: 2020. 

➡ KM3NeT: 2nd generation neutrino telescope in the Mediterranean Sea. 
➡ KM3NeT-ORCA: off-shoreToulon (France) for the low energy (5 GeV - 1 TeV). 

Measurement of the intrinsic neutrino properties in particular the mass hierarchy 
➡ KM3NeT-ARCA: off-shore Capo Passero (Italy) for the high energy (1 TeV - 10 PeV). 

Discovery and characterization of the high-energy neutrino sources in the Universe 
➡ Construction on-going in both sites in parallel 
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Angular resolution KM3NeT vs IceCube

Point-source  
discovery potential

ANTARES

ANTARES

Performances HE neutrinos



KM3NeT multi-messenger program 

KM3NeT

CTA LSST

SVOM
HAWC

LIGO/VIRGO
SKA

• Follow-up of neutrino alerts 
• Joint sub-threshold analysis

• Follow-up of EM/GW alerts 

• Offline time/space correlation search with 
catalogues (GRB, AGN, XRB, SN, FRB…)
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ELT

Add cascade events in real-time



+ trigger of EM observations

SNEWS - Supernova alert

+ KM3NeT

Alerts are public 
Sent by mail



KM3NeT data policies
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➡ KM3NeT neutrino data are proprietary but become public after a 
latency of 2 years after the data taking. 

➡ However, significant events might trigger alerts that will be distributed 
publicly to the astro community using standard VO event format within 
~10s after the neutrino detection. We will implement after a 
commissioning phase, an Open Public Alert distribution. 

➡ Sub-threshold alerts and multiplets will be distributed though private 
channel to observing teams upon MoU agreements.



2017
2025

KM3NeT deployment

2x115 lines in Sicily (ARCA) 
115 lines in France (ORCA)

Phase 1: 24 lines @ARCA + 7 lines @ORCA 
Phase 2: fund on-going (more than1/2 ok)  

(currently under deployment)

…

IceCube Gen-2 phase 1 
NSF proposal (7 lines) 

~120 new lines 
Perf. increased by 1 order of mag.

2023
IceCube Gen-2 deployment

KM3NeT/IceCube Gen2 time-scale


